‘Piece of my soul’:
– May 6 – premieres in Canada
– May 9 – the album will reach the Swiss
– May 12 – can be purchased in POLAND as well as in Austria, Belgium and the Netherlandes
– May 19 – will premiere in France
The album will consist of 13 songs. Amongst the people that he collaborated with on this album are Peer
Astrom (Celine Dion) and Guy Chambers (songwriter for Robbie Williams).
The album was recorded in Canada, Sweden and the USA.
Garou’s new single ‘Stand Up’ premieres on RMF FM on March 12!
March 10 is the day of the world premiere of the first single ‘Stand Up’ – of the forthcoming English album Piece
of my soul (in stores from May 12). It will be aired on RMF FM’s Poplista on that same day for the first time. The
song was composed by Rob Thomas (singer and Grammy Award winning songwriter for American rockband
Matchbox 20 and co-writer of such hits as for example Santana’s ‘Smooth’).

***
‘All the Way’ – Garou debuts as a writer
Everything indicates that the year 2008 will be really crucial in Garou’s career.
He will celebrate his 10th anniversary on scene not only by a debut in the language of Shakespeare, but also
by presenting a song written by himself!
We already know the possible titles of three out of thirteen songs from Garou’s latest album entitled ‘Piece
of my soul’. Apart from ‘Stand up’, and ‘Heaven’s table’ (already heard during the 2003 tournee), French portals
announce that we will find there a composition called ‘All the Way’. Dynamic, rock tune was combined with
lyrics written by Garou himself.
It tells us about love and his passion for poker... so it will simply be an autobiographical text ;-)
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